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Abstract 
 

All fields have been supported by technology, especially in the world of education in the                
teaching and learning process to determine the quality of graduates of a university. In the               
world of education Raharja College has implemented iLearning learning methods to achieve            
learning goals. Students are given learning experiences using the iLearning method which is             
the learning process using the Ten Pillar IT iLearning (TPI) media. But the learning process               
is not working properly and is still using all the paper-based nuances such as learning               
methods in general, of course it is considered to be ineffective and efficient. Therefore,              
nowadays to achieve highly effective learning goals so that the Learning Management            
System (LMS) is implemented using iDu where lecturers can provide assignments online            
anytime and anywhere easily that can convey information online, i.e. on the media             
application iDu via e-mail Rinfo. So that with the delivery of information via E-mail Rinfo can                
be done anywhere and anytime without having to come to campus which of course has an                
influence on the performance of lecturers in giving assessments to students, besides that the              
information delivered is more comprehensive and precise to students not limited by space             
and time. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The development of information technology in online learning must be supported by the              
existence of information that supports teaching and learning activities online, without having            
to experience difficulties in obtaining information on students being able to access            
independently about information about lecture activities[1]. iDu (iLearning Education) is one           
of the Ten Pillars of iLearning that utilizes ICT developed by Raharja Higher Education              
Online using a cloud-hosted Learning Management System (LMS) without the need to install             
or download to make it easier for the campus community and students to run lectures[2].               
Therefore with the existence of an online learning with iDu application media (iLearning             
eDucation) all students get fast and accurate information and direct students to get involved              
in the desired behavior[3]. 

 
Information submitted through a notification via Rinfo email which is a gmail service as a               

medium of communication between students and lecturers, as well as fellow lecturers[4].            
Notifications conveyed are closely related to the lecturing activities that are running, such as              
the delivery of information about tasks assigned to students, scores or grades obtained by              
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students after doing assignments, and how students get information about academic           
activities that run at Raharja College with fast and accurate without having to come to               
campus[5]. The notification system that runs on the iDu application media (iLearning            
Education) is very beneficial especially for students who do online learning, the notification             
system informs the students thoroughly, and students can directly access the information.            
Lecturers also get the convenience of giving assignments and values to students without             
having to do face-to-face[6]. 

 
The notification system in iDu (iLearning Education) is integrated through Rinfo e-mails             

created and provided by Raharja Higher Education, so that information is more extensive[7].             
Not only is the notification on the iDu system (iLearning Education) can be a reminder for                
students who forget to do the assignment until the specified time limit[8]. Email Rinfo              
becomes a benchmark in the delivery of information integrated through iDu (iLearning            
Education) notifications. Information that can be used as a quality consideration in online             
learning media also has a good impact for lecturers to improve performance in conducting              
assessments which can certainly help advance Raharja College[9]. 

 
2. Research Method 

 
In collecting data in this study using observation techniques that directly plunge into             

the field observing and researching the delivery of information in the academic that is on               
online learning through iDu application media (iLearning Education) and conducting          
interviews with relevant speakers who can manage data into information which will be             
integrated via Rinfo e-mail[10]. A collection of previous studies was conducted regarding            
Literature Review on the concept of discussion with technology. In an effort to develop iDu               
(iLearning Education) in this program a literature study is needed as one of the application               
of research methods to be carried out[11]. Among them are identifying gaps and             
identifying methods that have been done, continuing previous research, and to find out             
other people whose specialization and research area are the same in this field[12]. Some              
of the Literature Review are as follows: 

 
1. Research conducted by Qurotul Aini, Untung Rahardja, Anoesyirwan Moeins,         

and Ayu Martha Wardani in 2018 with the title "Implementation of Market            
Query Data (DMQ) in the Yii Framework Based Assessment System" which           
explains that the benefits of the development of this technology are used to             
facilitate the implementation of the process and also increase efficiency. With           
the development of this technology, it is expected that the information           
distribution process can be carried out quickly and effectively. At present           
many organizations engaged in education have used information        
technology[13]. 

2. The research conducted by Untung Rahardja, Qurotul Aini, and Dian Mustika           
Putri from Raharja College in 2018 entitled "Utilization of Automated Email           
Systems (AEMS) as Media for Notification of Learning Outcomes" in this           
study discusses the quality of education applied by universities to have cause            
and effect of evaluation in an integrated, periodic, organized and carried out            
manner. So, this encourages all universities to continue to innovate in           
providing good academic service facilities to their community. Especially in          
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the delivery of information on student learning assessment results, which are           
required to be conveyed well[14]. 

3. The research conducted by Henderi, Muhamad Yusup and Yulika Ayu Rantama           
in 2012 entitled "Using the iLearning Method to Improve the Quality of Learning             
in Higher Education". Research discusses how to be able to implement a new             
system in this case iLearning. Everything is prepared to be able to implement             
iLearning, the first to be done is RiJP Training (Raharja iLearning Junior            
Professional), iCP Training and Sandbox Meeting[15] 

4. The research conducted by Untung Rahardja, Qurotul Aini, and Alfiah          
Khoirunisa from Raharja College in 2017 entitled "Implementation of         
Business Intelligence Using Highchart in the YII Framework-based        
Attendance Assessment System" in this study discusses the quality of          
education implemented by Higher Education has cause from evaluation in an           
integrated, periodic, structured and carried out continuously. Thus, this         
encourages all Universities to continue to innovate in providing good          
academic service facilities to their community[16]. 

5. The research was conducted by Alwiyah and Achmad Baihaki from Wiraraja           
University, Sumenep with the research title "Application of Computer-Based         
Accounting Information Systems in Decision Making to Increase Revenue         
Effectiveness at the Republic of Indonesia Radio Public Broadcasting         
Institute (LPP RRI) Station Sumenep" which explained that accounting         
information systems computer-based, the use of these systems, especially in          
service companies, is very relevant to be a system that is in accordance with              
the need to further improve the level of modernization in decision-making to            
increase revenue efficiency as much as possible from this production[17]. 

 
 

3. Results and Discussion 
 
3.1 Problem Analysis 

Ineffective learning materials will be effective and smooth and will not hinder            
students in lecturing with the creation of a system to support the iLearning learning system.               
The system is iDu (iLearning Education) is an online learning media using the iDu              
(iLearning Education) method. All forms of learning can be done on iDu (iLearning             
Education) by combining face-to-face and online learning activities through the iDu website            
(iLearning Education) for students and lecturers. iDu (iLearning Education) is designed           
flexibly so as to produce a quality learning process with the guidance of experienced              
lecturers who have passed iCP (iLearning Certified Professional) and iCM (iLearning           
Certified Master) with more global learning. Through iDu (iLearning Education) students           
can interact with lecturers and fellow students in anytime and anywhere. iDu (iLearning             
Education), today's online learning style. Where lecturers can store lecture material on this             
iDu (iLearning Education) system with docs or keynotes that we can download and store              
on a laptop or iPad for learning at home if we don't have internet access. 

 

3.2 Troubleshooting  
Information sent by the lecturer will appear in the notification containing the            

assignment or assignment, discussion and evaluation of the tasks that have been done will              
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be sent via Rinfo Email. So that Notifications sent via Rinfo Email every student / i can                 
receive information easily and quickly is not limited by space and time. With a notification               
inside iDu (iLearning Education) which is integrated via Rinfo email. Rinfo e-mail is used as               
the most vital communication tool where Rinfo e-mail is also used as the main key in all                 
lecture activities and activities. Where communication activities to fellow students Raharja           
can use Rinfo e-mail media, besides that Rinfo e-mail can also be used to communicate               
with lecturers, or anyone who wants. Email Info can be accessed through various devices              
such as computers, laptops, mobile phones, tablets, etc. connected to the internet network.             
With the email from Rinfo, it is expected that all Raharja Students can communicate well               
whenever and wherever. All information regarding academic activities will be provided via            
Rinfo email. 

In this system, the assignments given by lecturers will be easier to work on and can                
also make students more disciplined in collecting assignments. Where assignments given           
in this system will make it easier for students in the class not to use manual (paper)                 
questions given to this system will be clear because direct lecturers make it, and train               
students who are lazy to be diligent in doing assignments because in this system the               
lecturer can give some time in the execution of the task. When students do not work at the                  
time the lecturer has given (delay) time, the student cannot work on the problem. And must                
contact the lecturer concerned to request an extension of time. From there the lecturer              
understands and knows who likes to do delays in doing the tasks that have been given.                
But the value given will be in accordance with the student's time when submitting the               
assignment. 

 
3.3 Implementation 
 

Furthermore, after implementation directly on the notification in iDu (iLearning          
Education) Rinfo at Raharja College, the application of notification as a means of delivering              
information about academic activities and online learning through iDu (iLearning Education)           
where this is evidenced by several mechanisms for delivering information through           
notifications in iDu (iLearning Education) by integrating it via Rinfo email. Display of iDu              
website which has various features that can be used by students and lecturers in a quality                
learning process which consists of: 
 

 
Figure 1. Display Main Page Login on iDu 
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In Figure 1 is the display of the login page, iDu which can be accessed anywhere and                 
anytime by lecturers or students by going to the address http://idu.raharja.info/ 
 

 
Figure 2. Display Home News on iDu 

 
In Figure 2 shows the display of Home News on iDu. In this view, lecturers and                

students can access the class used in the learning process by enrolling the class using the                
class access code. 
 

 
Figure 3. Display Assignment on iDu 

 
In Figure 3, it is explained that in these assignments it contains the tasks given by the                 

lecturer. Displaying these assignments can be seen in detail starting from the start and due               
of assignments, the score given and how many students submit on each assignment given. 
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Figure 4. Gradebook Display on iDu 

 
In Figure 4, the appearance of this gradebook is the result of all students on               

assignments that have been activated by the lecturers in the relevant subject and this              
gradebook can be exported with the CSV results to facilitate the RPU and REC in inputting                
the results into the student grades. 

 
Figure 5. Student display on iDu 

Student's appearance on iDu in this iDu lecturers can see the whole student activity              
as a whole and simple. Where briefly can be seen the progress of student activity and can                 
also be seen in detail through More choices. Where in the More view, lecturers can see one                 
by one from students starting from the overall grade, whatever assignments have been             
submitted, awards and also the display can be seen in a PDF version to be saved and then                  
printed. 
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Figure 6. Teacher's Display on iDu 

Here you can see who is the lecturer of this course, namely the Aini Qurotul. If the                 
lecturer has a teaching assistant, it can be done using click Add. 

4. Conclusions  
It can be concluded that the iDu (iLearning Education) system is used by Pribadi              

Raharja. This system is very helpful for lecture learning for lecturers and students at Raharja               
College. With this system students can find out the learning material that lecturers give              
before face-to-face in lectures so that they can be understood first by students at home,               
assignments and online examinations that are not afraid of incorrect questions or incomplete             
questions pages. seen without having to wait long for the results of the assessment first by                
the lecturer. iDu (iLearning Education) is expected to be accessible to all students anywhere              
and anytime who have internet access. In addition, it also can increase the creativity and               
motivation of students in learning. And can be a good supporting tool in delivering and               
obtaining accurate information online and up to date. Besides that, it can also maximize the               
campus learning information system at Raharja College, the online campus learning system            
that can be done anywhere and anytime, increasing student creativity, increasing student            
motivation in learning, learning systems that are not manual, reflecting the IT campus with              
take advantage of technological developments, so that they can expand networks and            
produce accurate information. In addition, iDu (iLearning Education) also has a user friendly             
display so users can easily get to know this system. iDu (iLearning Education) is not only                
used by Raharja College students, but also lecturers and management of the Raharja             
College as an information medium for the entire college community and society in general.              
iDu (iLearning Education) can increase creativity and motivation to learn from students, can             
be done wherever and whenever, and can be used as a medium of information for all                
community colleges and society in general. 

 
5. Suggestion 

From the results of this study there are still some shortcomings and it is possible to                
carry out further development. For further research, you can add information to the admin              
section if there are new notifications that will automatically be notified in the admin email. 
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